ORCAA COMPLAINT FORM

16645

Complaint ID

STAFF DATA

Date

01/04/2016 Received by

JW

Time

14:38 PM Referred to

TG

Formal

OnCall
Online

COMPLAINANT DATA
First Name Marion

Last Name Christiansen

Address
State WA

Cit
Day Phone

Zip

Evening Phone

Email
Does the complainant require confidentiality, if possible? No
SOURCE DATA

Business

Phone (360) 491-1410

Residential

Source Name OSTROMS MUSHROOM FARM
Physical Address 8323 STEILACOOM RD SE
Mailing Address

OLYMPIA

8323 STEILACOOM RD SE

Mail City OLYMPIA
Smoke

City

Industrial

State
Odor

WA

Zip 98503-

Open Fire

Dust

Woodstove

Other Mildly Urgent - Odor - Other: Haze or fog with odors

First Noticed
Last Noticed 12/21/16
Description

I have lived in Lacey for 25 years, and of course noticed the foul odors from the
Ostrom Mushroom farm from our first drive down Marvin Road in 1991. I was told
since this was a long standing family business in Lacey that residents couldn't do
anything about it. When the RAC (regional athletic center) was being built citizens
were told that the profit to Ostroms from the sale of the property came with a
promise from Ostroms to clean up their air pollution.
In the last several years I, and many friends who also live in the new and
established neighborhoods near the mushroom farm, have noticed much heavier
odors and what looks like particulate or cloudy, smoggy air in our neighborhoods.
Several of us also have pulmonary issues when this air and odor is so heavy.

This poor air quality on the "heavy" days literally takes our breath away. It is a
combination of chemical and waste odor.
With the new Regional Recreation facility and a school across the street one
wonders what kind of chemical pollution is being inhaled by so many of our
citizens. This stink also affects property values and the ability to complete real
estate transactions if buyers notice the smells and polluted air.
I'd like to know what can be done to improve the air quality from this business's air
pollution.
During the work week, most notable starting mid mornings and continues through
day progressively worsening.
Action
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